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TOLEDO, OHIO, UNITED STATES,

December 14, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Festival Season is

coming... are you ready?

Giulio Ricciardi certainly is.

While last seasons pics are still being

shared, and memories from warmer

times still dominate festival-goers'

socials, Giulio is gearing up for another

round of shows. Specifically, he is

eyeing down the festival scene.

Primarily a club DJ, Giulio has been

working the local venues for over a

decade.  Armed with the freshest

techno and house, highest end

equipment, and a skill set to match, the

next step for this young artist is to erupt onto the EDM festival scene.

Prolific, determined, and highly specialized, Giulio has become not only a staple in the electronic

scene, but a sought after performer with high potential for the future.  Currently represented by

Deeplomatic (UK), Giulio seeks to expand internationally. Giulio's most recent works include the

release of a five-track debut EP, "Electric City," and "Tread Lightly," is a techno single with old

school rave vibes, both being highlighted with excellent production. 

All of Giulio's musical works are available for listening, download, or purchase on all platforms

and apps (Spotify, iTunes, Instagram, SoundCloud, etc...). 

To stay up to date on all Giulio Ricciardi news visit www.GiuliosDreamscapes.com or check any of

his socials (Instagram, Spotify, Twitter, TikTok, YouTube). For booking inquiries contact

Deeplomatic Booking at Booking@Deeplomatic.com. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.Giulioricciardi.com
https://open.spotify.com/artist/3cHpowqItQCgQSrRzPbTik
http://www.GiuliosDreamscapes.com


--------------

Biography:

Giulio Ricciardi is a professional live club DJ, producer, remixer, and audio engineer with 16 years

of experience in the music industry. Originally from Toledo, Ohio, and best known for his

incredible talent and genuine passion for Techno and House music, he's built an impressively

versatile resume over the years.

Spending much of his time composing thought-provoking tracks, mixes, and reproductions, he

anticipates connecting with his listeners on the same wavelength. Pulling inspiration from real-

life experiences, he creates next-level music for those who want to listen to be inspired and

invigorated.

Since 2009 Giulio Ricciardi has been in the techno trenches spreading a unique blend of techno

and house, spiced with Detroit influences. As a resident of New York City, Giulio frequently

performed at clubs in Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Queens. Networking heavily through the

industry, these years were crucial in the formation of Giulio’s style by mainlining the energy of

the concrete jungle.

As an audio engineer, Giulio’s capabilities of sonic blending and smooth mixing are unmatched,

drawing from 10 years of live sound experience. This combination of skills can be heard in every

work of Giulio’s, and has become a unique strength.

Versatile on hardware and tech, Giulio’s knowledge of the fundamentals is built upon a strong

foundation of formal education and classical training, studying music technology and recording

during university. Prior, these interests were pursued and studied for over a decade, further

enhancing his technical knowledge and rounding out a finely tuned skill set.
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